PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATION SYSTems
Transforming Online Retail Industry

Digitizing the Shopping Experience
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Consumers will not go back

Consumers will continue

to shopping for groceries

shopping online for other goods

in-store

the same way they are now

“Consumer buying patterns have changed. Online
shopping is here to stay even post the pandemic”

PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATION SYSTems 

A GATEWAY TO Customer Retention and
Improved Online Sales

Personalized Shopping Experience: 51% of shoppers find a

mepage that shows products they are looking for or might be
interested in helpful
ho

Improved Email Open Rates: Personalized promotional mails have
29% higher unique open rates and 41% higher unique click rates
Repeat Buyers: 44% of consumers are likely to become repeat
uyers after personalized experiences

b

Increased Sales: 10 to 15 % in sales-conversion rates due to

z d recommendations; Recommending similar products,
products that work together under ‘You Might Also Like’ or
‘Frequently Bought Together’ also leads to increased sales
personali e

Reduced Marketing and Sales Costs:

can decrease by around 10 - 20%

Marketing and Sales costs
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Personalizing Recommendation Systems
using Graph Database
Graph databases are preferred over traditional relational
databases for creating personalized recommendation systems

Finds and examines relationships between highly connected
data
Gives a

360-degree view of the customer by using information

from all the different repositories, giving us a better understanding of
the customer

Creates real-time recommendations - graph databases can

-

transverse data at many different levels of depth in real time and

w data on the fly

connect ne

Creating an excellent personalized recommendation system by leveraging customer’s data from their multi-channel shopping experience (stores,
mobile app, website) is crucial. To know how Personalized Recommendation System can be created for your online retail business,

Get in touch with us

or
mail us at marketing@latentview.com

www.latentview.com
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